1963 Spaceport News Summary
Followup From the Last Spaceport News Summary
Of note, the 1963, 1964 and 1965 Spaceport News were issued weekly. Starting with
July 1966, the Spaceport News went to an every two week format.
The first issue of the Spaceport News was December 13, 1962. The two 1962 issues
and the issues from 1996 forward are at this website. Spaceport Magazine superseded
the Spaceport News in April 2014. Spaceport Magazine was a monthly issue, until the
last and final issue, Jan./Feb. 2020.
All links were working at the time I completed this Spaceport News Summary.

From The January 3, 1963, Spaceport News
The following photos are in this issue.
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“THE DAWN of a new year has broken at Canaveral - a year pledged to accomplishing everchallenging goals that will speed up America's ascension of the steep and slippery stairway to
space. NASA-AMR personnel have a direct role in attaining these goals; a role faithfully fulfilled
in years past. In 1963 the pace will quicken and the workload will increase, but the goals will be
even more rewarding. To meet them will take the combined talents and concerted efforts of us
all. News Photo by Russ Hopkins”
The above photo would be LC37, which had A and B pads, on the far left and right of the photo.
Also, in the above caption, AMR is Atlantic Missile Range.

“CHRYSLER ARTIST Gordon Ritchie updates his painting of the astronauts on the moon in
their lunar excursion module (LEM). Ritchie painted the four by eight foot canvas last spring, but
LEM design changes made it necessary for the brush-up work. The oil painting is in the lobby
of the E and L building.”

From The January 10, 1963, Spaceport News
On the first page, there is the following photo. The caption for the photo reads “THE
DESIGN contractor for Launch Complex 39's Vertical Assembly Building visualizes the
structure in operation this way. This large painting, more than 5 feet by 6 feet, hangs on
the wall of the New York office of URSAM (Urbahn-Roberts-Seelye-Moran), the
engineering firm preparing the design of the VAB.”
The Vertical Assembly Building became the Vehicle Assembly Building on February 3,
1965. The following is from Chapter 12 of the book Moonport: “…The new name, it
was felt, would more readily encompass future as well as current programs and would
not be tied to the Saturn booster…”
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On page 4.

“AERIAL VIEW of Merritt Island and south end of Cape, background, shows new NASA
area, and Orsino causeway and road locations. Construction of Manned Spacecraft
Center's 8-story operation and checkout building is expected to start in one month.”
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On page 5.

“MASSIVE mound of dirt looming over site of Manned Space Center's Operations and Checkout
building is used to pre-settle or compact sub-surface soil before construction begins.“
The Manned Space Center Operations and Checkout building is now known as the Neil
Armstrong Operations and Checkout building. From Wikipedia, “… The building was renamed
to the Neil Armstrong Operations and Checkout Building in a ceremony on the 45th anniversary
of Apollo 11 (2014).”

On page 6, “A-Powered Craft Seen As Future Space 'Work Horse”. In part, the article
reads “There's a big future in space flight for atomic powered rockets, according to the
chief of the nuclear vehicle project office at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabama. "I think that nuclear propulsion will turn out to be one of the real
work horses in space," said W. Scott Fellows, an Air Force colonel assigned to NASA.
Fellows and his 20 man staff are working on the RIFT (Reactor In Flight Test) rocket
vehicle development program. First flight test for the rocket is scheduled in 1967-68.
He explained that while atomic rockets will never be suitable as launch vehicles from
earth, they will be particularly adaptable for use in outer space because of economy of
operation and greater payload - carrying capability. A nuclear spaceship's fuel supply
will consist of a small amount of uranium or other radioactive material instead of heavy
chemical propellant….”
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From The January 17, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 1, “CAUSEWAY COMMOTION BETTER TIMES AHEAD FOR CAPE
COMMUTERS”. A portion of the article reads “Relief is in sight for Cape commuters.
Four-laning of Causeway 520 may well be completed ahead of schedule, and work on
the new Cape Canaveral causeway is nearing the half-way point. J. T. Barber, road
superintendent and vice president with the W. L. Cobb Construction Company, prime
contractor for the 520 work, said the road may be opened to the public well before the
March 6 target date, possibly late next month…
…Work on the super, $4,095,259 toll causeway to Canaveral also is progressing on
schedule and is expected to be completed by August 15…”.

“SMILING SIGN, which says "relax with us," is no comfort to 520 causeway commuters, but
construction officials say relief is fast on the way. The four-laning project may be completed next
month, well ahead of schedule.”

From The January 24, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 6, “NASA-DOD Agree On Management Of Cape Areas”. A portion of the
article reads “The Launch Operations Center will manage and serve as host agency at
the 87,000-acre Merritt Island Launch Area under a new- NASA-Department of Defense
agreement establishing management responsibility in the Cape area. Signed by NASA
Administrator James E. Webb and Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara, the
agreement stipulates that the Air Force will continue as host agency at the existing
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15,000-acre Cape Canaveral and will remain the single manager of the Atlantic Missile
Range…
…In their respective areas, DOD and NASA will be responsible for their own logistic and
administrative functions such as maintenance, water, fire protection, security police and
the like…. …The agreement provides that NASA Launch Operations Center, headed by
Dr. Kurt Debus, will be the focal point for all NASA relations with the Atlantic Missile
Range.”
On page 7.

The caption for the photo on the left is “SHOE STRAPS are tightened for Frank Borman,
one of the second group of astronauts, as he prepares to try out training swing. Pivoting
swing bar allows movement in two directions.”. The caption for the photo on the right is
“SWINGING SPACEMAN Pete Conrad goes "over the bar" on training swing as fellow
astronauts look on.”
The above is neat in itself! Some months back Pete Chitko found footage of the New
Nine (Astronaut Group 2) at the above swing set area, from the National Archives,
dated October 24, 1962. The footage is very neat; no audio, and includes different
CCAFS locations. The swing set footage runs from about the 7 min mark to the 9 min
35 sec mark.
Then the question was, where in the heck was the Swing Set area? Well, Armando Oliu
did some great research and pinned down the swing set location to just north of the LC
1/2 blockhouse. In the above photo on the right, the blockhouse is in the background,
behind the swing set. Of note, Armando did not have the above right photo for his
search.
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The following photo is a result of Armando’s research. And for a final note; nothing
remains of the swing set at the site to this day. It is now a retention area.

The above photo is 1964 vintage, but the basic site remains to this day, less the two buildings
above the green and red circles, and the storage facility in the upper right. The following words,
in quotes, are from Armando, using clues from the subject footage; “…Image capture from
video... …In the background is what looks like a storage facility circled in black… … The trailer
labeled Helicopter Crew Quarters would have been on the roadway with the yellow circle… …
My initial estimate is that the swing was located… ...within the red circle. “. I circled the LC1/2
blockhouse in green and the Bumper 8 blockhouse pad in blue.
Thanks a bunch Armando and Pete!

From The January 31, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 1, there is the following photo. The caption is “DIGGING IN at groundbreaking ceremonies Monday for the new Manned Spacecraft Operations and Checkout
Building on Merritt Island were these NASA and military officials. Left to right are Waiter
C. Williams, MSC Associate Director; G. Merritt Preston, Director of MSC Pre-flight
Operations; Dr. Kurt Debus, LOC Director; D. Brainerd Holmes, Director, Office of
Manned Spaceflight; Dr. Wernher von Braun, Director, Marshall Space Flight Center;
Col. H. R. Parfitt, U. S. Army District Engineer; and Col. E. Richardson, Air Force
Missile Test Center representative.”
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On page 2, “Four-legged Research Craft To Practice Lunar Landings“. Part of the
article reads “NASA's Flight Research Center, Edwards, California, has awarded a
$3,610,632 contract to the Bell Aero-systems Company for the design and construction
of two manned lunar landing research vehicles. The first research vehicle is to be
delivered in 14 months and the second within 16 months. The free-flight test devices, to
be used in direct support of Project Apollo, will be capable of taking off and landing
under their own power, attaining an altitude of about 4,000 feet, hovering, and horizontal
flight….”.

“CREATIVE CONCEPT shows lunar research vehicle setting down for a practice landing. Two
of these odd-shaped craft are being built for NASA's Flight Research Center.”

Wikipedia has a good write-up on the Lunar Lander Research Vehicle (LLRV), of which
two were built, and the follow-on vehicle, the Lunar Lander Training Vehicle (LLTV), of
which three were built. According to Wikipedia, one remaining LLRV is on display at
Armstrong Research Center and one LLTV is on display at Johnson Space Center.
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LLTV-3, NASA 952, displayed in the lobby of Building 2, Public Affairs Office, at the NASA
Johnson Space Center; 2019, photo from spacequest website.

LLRV-2, NASA 951, at the Air Force Flight Test Museum, at Edwards AFB, photo from Antelope
Valley Press, 2019.

From The February 7, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 3, “Cape's Old Lighthouse Has Yet To Go Into Orbit”. A portion of the article
reads “…The lighthouse has been a Cape landmark since it was built in 1868.
Constructed originally of wood, it was later rebuilt with riveted steel plates lined with
brick… …The lighthouse stood on land that was slowly losing a battle with the
encroaching Atlantic. So in 1894, specially built rails were laid down before it and spans
of mules pulled it back from the sea to its present location. The first light in the tower
was a kerosene lamp. It burned in a five foot housing lined with prisms and moved by a
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series of weights. Today's light is 165-feet above ground level. Light from its 500-watt
bulb, magnified by prisms, can be seen at sea level for 18 miles. Small motors have
replaced the weight system which moved it. Coast guard personnel who live at Patrick
AFB man the station…”

“SURROUNDED by gantrys and other signs of the space age, the 165 foot lighthouse dates
back to 1868. First light was a kerosene lamp, magnified by prisms.”

Wikipedia has a good read about the lighthouse. The first lighthouse was completed in
1848, followed by what is now the current lighthouse, but in a different location, closer to
the ocean, in 1868. The current lighthouse was moved by mule and rail to its current
location and relit in 1894. The following photo is posted in Wikipedia.

“The old 1848 brick tower next to the 1868 iron tower with a white lantern room, before the latter
was moved in 1893.”
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The following, from Google Maps, includes the present location (green) and the 1868
lighthouse location (red), roughly at the tip of the Cape. The 1848 lighthouse location is
just north of the 1868 lighthouse location.

From The February 22, 1963, Spaceport News
The lead article is “Siepert Named Deputy Director”. Part of the article states “Albert F.
Siepert, NASA's Director of Administration since the agency was established in 1958,
has been appointed Deputy Director of LOG, effective about April 1. As immediate
deputy to LOG Director Dr. Kurt Debus, Mr. Siepert will be responsible for the
organization and overall management of Center operations…
…In 1949, Mr. Siepert was designated the chief negotiator in arranging the transfer of
the German rocket team from the Army to NASA…”.

Albert F. Siepert
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Also on the first page.

“CONGESTED TRAFFIC on highway 520 causeway between Cocoa and Cocoa Beach should
be relieved by four-laning project now coming to an end. All four lanes are in use now over
much of the route but the bridges at the Banana and Indian Rivers are still two-way.”
This is also on the first page, “Astronaut Cooper To Try First Unpressurized Flight”. In part, the
article states “A decompression experiment by astronaut Gordon Cooper during his forthcoming
flight will be the first exposure of a human to the vacuum of space, protected only by a full
pressure suit… …Depressurization of the cabin will be necessary on certain Gemini flights when
astronauts will leave the spacecraft and attempt tasks out in space.”
On page 2.

“ASTRONAUT GORDON COOPER maintains his flight currency in Century series jet fighters.
The F-102 above, while mundane compared to the vehicle he will use in his flight in May, still
provides fast transportation from his office in the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston to
Patrick Air Force Base.”
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The previous photo got me looking into some history of astronaut training aircraft. The
following, in quotes, from Wikipedia, about Gordon Cooper, provides some good
background.
“…The astronauts drew their salaries as military officers, and an important component
of that was flight pay. In Cooper's case, it amounted to $145 a month (equivalent to
$1,272 in 2019). NASA saw no reason to provide the astronauts with aircraft, so they
had to fly to meetings around the country on commercial airlines. To continue earning
their flight pay, Grissom and Slayton would go out on the weekend to Langley Air Force
Base, and attempt to put in the required four hours a month, competing for T-33 aircraft
with senior deskbound colonels and generals.
Cooper traveled to McGhee Tyson Air National Guard Base in Tennessee, where a
friend let him fly higher-performance F-104B jets. This came up when Cooper had lunch
with William Hines, a reporter for The Washington Star, and was duly reported in the
paper. Cooper then discussed the issue with Congressman James G. Fulton. The
matter was taken up by the House Committee on Science and Astronautics. Within
weeks the astronauts had priority access to USAF F-102s, something that Cooper
considered a "hot plane", but which could still take off from and land at short civilian
airfields; but it did not make Cooper popular with senior NASA management….”
A little more digging looking for some aircraft photos led me to the following photo, with
Gus Grissom, dated 1960, from the following site, https://www.alamy.com/
(205,878,720, stock photos, vectors and videos), by Googling “F-102”. This is a neat
site with lots of photos and such!
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Also neat, this site and specific video (overall site has 57,000 videos and 7 million
images), dated 1960, happens to be Gus Grissom dong a pre-flight on an F-102. The
location noted is Virginia so I believe it be Langley Air Force Base. From a little
research, the earliest I can find of astronauts flying the iconic T-38 is from 1964. The
below photo is of Neil Armstrong arriving at Patrick Air Force Base for Apollo 11, on
June 17, 1969, via T-38.

From The February 28, 1963, Spaceport News
In this issue, on page 3, “Launch Complex 39 Story Told In Article”. In part, the article
reads “Featured in the March edition of Astronautics Magazine is LOC Director Dr. Kurt
H. Debus, with a 10,000 word article on "Launching The Moon Rocket." Outlining plans
for "mobile" facilities for the launch of Saturn V, the powerful space vehicle that will
boost manned Apollo spacecraft to the moon, Dr. Debus discusses the revolutionary
launch concept for the moon rocket…
… "The 'mobile' concept of launch operations employs four basic features: "1. Vertical
assembly of the space vehicle on its launcher in an industrial-type environment." "2.
Transfer of the assembled and checked-out space vehicle on its launcher to the pad."
"3. Automatic checkout." "4, Remote control of actual launch operations from a distant
launch control center.”… … "It is well to remember," he concludes, "that the manned
lunar program while a very ambitious and difficult project, is not an end all by itself, but a
'hand rail' project that will guide us with each significant step, further into space knowhow…”
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On page 4, “IT TAKES MANY SKILLFUL HANDS TO MOLD A MODERN COMPLEX”
and sub-article “Giant Service Structure Set For April Tests; Saturn To Be Launched
From Pad B This Fall”. A small part of the article reads “There are 512 steps to the top
of the new Saturn service structure on Launch Complex 37, and activity hums every foot
of the way… … The service structure and one pad area will be completed sometime this
April, for Saturn launches beginning later in the year….”.
The following photo, among several, was included.

“AERIAL VIEW of overall complex shows service structure flanked by umbilical towers.
Blockhouse is in foreground at right. Site is just north of Launch Complex 34.”

From The March 7, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 5, “Capeside Inquirer”. A portion of the article reads “…If, for some reason, it
was necessary for an untrained person to go along on one of the Apollo flights to the
moon as an observer — and you were requested to make the flight — would you be
willing to go? Why?...”. Some of the feeback is below.
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Also in in this issue, on page 7, “Road Conditions Molded Shape Of V-2's”. Part of the
article reads “Traffic problems near rocket centers didn't originate at Cape Canaveral. In
fact, Dr. Walter Dornberger, wartime head of the German rocket reseaich center at
Peenemunde, claims road conditions rather than engineering designs molded the
stubby shape of the V-2s. He explained it this way: "We had quite a time trying to haul
the rockets through narrow winding village streets, so we fixed the length by hauling a
long wooden pole along the intended route. "Whenever we came to a place we couldn't
get past, we chopped off a piece. What was left at the end of the trip was the length we
made the rockets."

From The March 14, 1963, Spaceport News
In this issue, on page 8, there is the “dere cape canabrel” feature, which is an example
from this issue.

From The March 21, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 4, “LOC’S John Bentley Will Race The Field – Saturday At Sebring’s 12-Hour
Grand Prix”. A small part of the article reads “Saturday, promptly at 10 a.m., when most
NASA people will be leisurely whiling away the hours far from the daily hustle and bustle
of Cape traffic, John Bentley will dash across a stretch of concrete pavement, hop into a
pint-sized sports car and floorboard himself into a high-speed auto jam that will last for
12 grueling hours. London - born Bentley, speech writer for LOG Director Dr. Kurt
Debus, will be starting his 10th consecutive race at the Grand Prix in Sebring, Florida…
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… At Sebring the first car to cross the finish line after 12 hours doesn't necessarily win
all the honors. The race has a complicated performance index rating system, designed
to "equalize" (entries)… … "At Sebring, it's not so much driver against driver, as it is
competing against yourself. You must drive with your head instead of your foot, and get
the maximum out of the car without overdoing it….
Why then, does Bentley race? "I think there is sort of a sublime quality about motor
racing. It is a challenge, an attempt to conquer the very machine that man has created,
to see if it can be tamed, despite the risks." Bentley has no fear while roaring around the
track at breakneck speeds. "I race for fun," he says simply, "and my only worry is if the
car will stand up mechanically. Anyone who drives scared should stay home…".

“THEY'RE OFF in the 1959 Sebring Grand Prix. LOC-s John Bentley (arrow), in a Triumph TR3, got away fast, but later in the race his co-driver wrecked the ear. In 1960, Bentley won at
Sebring.”

John Bentley
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On page 7.

“ASTRONAUT GORDON COOPER'S MA-9 booster arrived at the Canaveral skid strip Monday
aboard a C-133. The vehicle is scheduled to loft Cooper into earth orbit in mid-May.
NORTHROP”.”

From the March 28, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Saturn Stands Ready For Fourth Flight”. A portion of the article reads
“Exactly 100 seconds after liftoff of Saturn (SA-4), scheduled for this afternoon, one of
the space vehicle's eight engines will be purposely shut down. In the first such known
experiment in rocketry, scientists hope to prove the booster can continue its normal
mission despite the power loss by re-routing propellants to the other seven engines and
allowing them to burn a few seconds longer.
Today's flight will be the final test of the Block I configuration. The booster will be
powered by eight H-1 engines developing 165,000 pounds thrust each, for a total of 1.3
million pounds…” SA-4 launched from LC-34, on March 28, 1963.

“AMERICA'S LARGEST space vehicle, Saturn, pictured above during a recent test checkout…”.
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On page 4, “Profile: Rocco Petrone, LOCs Saturn Boss Holds Key Post In Drive To Land On
The Moon”. In part, the article reads “Though he has the appearance of a star tackle on an
professional football team, Rocco A. Petrone, Chief of LOCs Heavy Space Vehicles System
Office, (Saturn) must depend chiefly on brain power…. … Petrone, a lieutenant colonel on loan
to NASA from the Army, is responsible for the basic planning and overall fulfillment of LOCs
responsibility in launching an astronaut to land on the moon before 1970…
… Petrone started as a small town boy (Amsterdam, N.Y.) and scarcely set foot outside the
place until he got an appointment to West Point when he was 17. After graduation (at age 20),
his horizons spread fast. There was a stint in Germany with the Army of Occupation, then two
years at M.I.T. for a masters degree in Mechanical Engineering…
… Petrone has long hours, but he insists on spending as much time as possible with his wife,
Ruth, and their three young daughters, Theresa, 6, Nancy, 4, and Kathy, 20 months. Also, he
has an extensive library, including a large selection of Civil War histories. When time permits the
Petrones enjoy exploring the sites of Civil War battles…”.

“IN ADDITION to his planning responsibilities, Lt. Col. Rocco Petrone, Chief of Heavy Space
Vehicles System Office, has become one of Canaveral's most adept briefers.”

From The April 4, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 1, “MCDONNELL AWARDED $456 MILLION GEMINI SPACECRAFT PACT”.
In part, the article reads “The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has
signed a $456,600,000 prime contract for Project Gemini Spacecraft with the McDonnell
Aircraft Corporation of St. Louis, Missouri…
… Manned Gemini missions, to begin in 1964, will develop docking and rendezvous
techniques in space with a previously launched Agena vehicle in preparation for the
Apollo lunar mission which will land U. S. Astronauts on the moon. Under the contract
the firm will provide 13 flight-rated spacecraft. Twelve are to be used for space flights
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and the 13th is to undergo ground testing. McDonnell also will provide 16 Gemini-Titan
II adapter modules and nine Agena target vehicle docking adapters.”

From The April 11, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 4, “Prehistoric Graveyard On Merritt Island . . . Yields Treasure Trove Of
Fossilized Bones, SABER-TOOTHED TIGERS, POLAR BEARS ONCE ROAMED
FLORIDA, SAYS EXPERT”. In part, the article reads “Dredges, their pipes spewing
marie and sand for NASA's new launch area on Merritt Island, recently exposed some
of Mother Nature's well-hidden history when fossilized bones of great prehistoric
animals that roamed the Cape area were sucked up from the Banana Creek…
…Modern man, working in Florida's sunshine, finds that he is a "Johnny Come Lately"
and that the area was used as an "Ice-Age Winter Resort" by his predecessors 20,000
to 50,000 years ago to escape from the deadly cold of the mid and upper regions of the
continent caused by the one-mile-thick "Wisconsin Ice Cap"… … scientists were
inclined to credit the "Wisconsin Ice Cap" for the destruction of the animals. They
argued that the frigid cold drove the beasts into this area where they suffered from over
crowding, and from diseases….”

“MRS. K. L. McLAREN, left, and Mrs. Robert V. Dillard compare a femur and a tooth —
fossilized bones from a prehistoric elephant found near MILA. Both are members of the Florida
Anthropological Society, and recently exhibited displays of fossils and artifacts at the Cocoa
Beach Library.”
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From The April 25, 1963, Spaceport News
This photo is on the first page.

“GOING UP at Complex 37 is this "non-flying" Saturn I booster. It has been mated with an S-IV
second stage to check out pad facilities.”

From The May 1, 1963, Spaceport News
The headline is “LOC ORGANIZATION APPROVED, 14 Offices And Divisions Will Report To
Director”. A small part of the article reads “A new organization structure for the Launch
Operations Center has been approved by Deputy NASA Administrator, Dr. Hugh Dryden, and
will be implemented within the next few weeks… … It is the first "permanent" organization for
the Launch Operations Center since LOC was created last year. Since LOC became operational
as a center in July 1962, it has functioned under an interim organization until its mission and
operations could be fully defined…
… The organization now calls for 14 offices and divisions reporting directly to the Office of the
Director….”.

Some of the Divisions and Offices include Safety, Public Affairs, Launch Support
Operations, Test Support, Base Operations, Quality Assurance, Facility Engineering
and Construction, Launch Support Equipment Engineering, Launch Vehicle Operations
and Instrumentation.
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On page 3.

“RISING UP TO PIERCE the Merritt Island skyline are these steel support ribs, which will be
filled with concrete to become center posts for the Manned Spacecraft Center's Operations and
Checkout Building in the MILA area.“

From The May 16, 1963, Spaceport News
The headline is “COOPER - SIXTH AMERICAN IN SPACE”. A part of the article reads
“Astronaut Leroy Gordon Cooper became the sixth American to enter the vast void of
space yesterday when his Faith 7 craft was hurled into orbit atop Atlas 130-D. Liftoff
time was 8:04 a.m.
If all goes well. Cooper will be far into the second half of his 34-hour trip this morning. If
he completes all 22 orbits, as planned, he will travel a total of 575,000 miles. Retrofire
would then be initiated about 170 miles southeast of Kyushu, Japan, causing the
spacecraft to land about 80 miles southeast of Midway Island. Cooper is to remain
aboard an aircraft carrier in the Pacific for a 48-hour rest and debriefing before returning
to Canaveral via Honolulu for a press conference Sunday…

Also on page 1, “All NASA-Cape Employees To Receive Badge ID Cards”. In part, the
article reads “On instructions from NASA Headquarters, all Centers will adopt a
combination badge identification card which will incorporate a color code to identify level
of clearance. NASA personnel at Cape Canaveral will receive their badge-ID cards
within the next few days…
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… On the front of the new badge will be a color photo, the job title of the bearer, and the
name of the Center the individual represents. Also on the badge front will be a color bar
designating level of clearance and the word "Cape."

“GETTING SNAPPED for a new Launch Operations Center identification badge is Jim Russo,
Chief of LOC's Technical Information Office. The badges will be issued to all NASA personnel
within the next few days.”

From The May 23, 1963, Spaceport News
The headline in this issue is “GORDO STILL GOING AT ORBITAL SPEED, Whirlwind
Schedule Maintained”. Sections of the article read “Astronaut Gordon Cooper, who
found it easier to snooze in the peacefulness of space than he has since he's been back
on earth, capped a week of activity yesterday with a rousing tickertape parade in New
York City. Cooper's whirlwind schedule, which hasn't slowed since he crawled into his
Faith 7 capsule eight days ago… …It began with a reception Saturday at Hawaii, and
continued with a parade and press conference at Cocoa Beach Sunday. Then came a
meeting with President Kennedy, another parade and an address before a joint session
of Congress. The New York parade climaxed the activities…”.

“A TIRED but happy Cooper aboard the Kearsarge, receives congratulations from President
Kennedy.”
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On page 3, “They Fathom Tanks' Depths To Ready Saturn For Tests”. A portion of the
article reads “In a business where most efforts are directed to send man to great
heights. Vehicle Propulsion personnel have been going in the opposite direction
recently, to depths of 65 feet. It all began when modifications were needed deep inside
the five lox tanks on Saturn SA-5D at Complex 37. Due to the intricacy of the work
involved, it was necessary to lower mechanics into the 65-foot tanks…
…Under the supervision of engineer Robert Newall and foreman Joe Lendle, mechanics
were lowered into the tanks in two hour shifts. Refrigerated air was pumped inside while
the work was going on. Because lox tanks must maintain a surgical cleanliness, the
mechanics wore lint free suits, boots, hats and gloves for their inside work, and all tools
and hardware were lox-cleaned by the Valve Lab. It was the first time tanks have ever
been entered while in a vertical position…”.

“SPACEFLIGHT MECHANIC Bill Hardin begins 65-foot descent into lox tank.”

From The May 29, 1963, Spaceport News
In this issue, on page 3, “Recoverable Boosters Considered”. Part of the article reads
“The idea of recoverable Saturn boosters is being considered by a pair of scientists at
the Marshall Space Flight Center… …MSFC's Future Projects Office, say that use of
such a recoverable vehicle now seems the best and cheapest approach to handling the
high volume of passenger and cargo traffic between earth and earth orbit, expected in
the 1970s and 80s. One of the considerations under study is the possibility of putting
wings on the Saturn V and even larger boosters so they may be flown back to earth and
used again and again…”.
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From The June 6, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 2.

“A LONE WORKMAN seems to be putting the "peel" onto this giant "orange" at Complex 34.
Actually, he's applying a final welding touch to the "skin" of the new liquid hydrogen facility at
34.”

From the June 13, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Display Opens Monday “. The article reads “LOC Director Dr. Kurt H.
Debus and Major General L. L Davis, Commander of the Air Force Missile Test Center,
will appear Monday on NBC's Today television show. They will be in New York to open
the Cape Canaveral area display of the Florida Showcase Exhibit at Rockefeller
Center.”

From The June 20, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 2, “Duchy of 'Grand Fenwick" Takes Over Space Race Lead”. A part of the
article reads “America and Russia both lost in the race to the moon Friday night when a
rustic rocket, powered with a potent wine fuel, landed two representatives of the Duchy
of Grand Fenwick on the lunar surface. Fenwick, a fictional middle - European country,
and its surprising space program were subjects of the British movie satire "Mouse On
The Moon," which premiered in the United States at the Cape Colony Inn Friday.
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The resplendent premiere, promoted by James Sterling Moran, was well attended by
top area missile and space representatives, including Astronaut Gordon Cooper and his
family…”.

“GRAND FENWICK'S Queen Julianna XIII (veteran British actress Margaret Rutherford), and
Fenwick's Ambassador, (James Sterling Moran), prepare to receive guests at the Cape Colony
Inn. The "royal visit" commemorated the premiere of the British movie, "Mouse on the Moon," a
space satire.”

From Wikipedia, the “Mouse on the Moon” is a 1963 British comedy film, the sequel
to “The Mouse That Roared…”. Of note, the Cape Colony Inn is now the LaQuinta Inn,
Cocoa Beach-Port Canaveral.

On page 8.

“A GAY, INFORMAL time was shared by Mercury Club members and guests Saturday night at
the traditional post-flight launch party, this time honoring Astronaut Gordon Cooper. Standing is
McDonnell's Pad 14 leader, Guenther Wendt, who designed a special gift for Cooper, which
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featured an 05G light, battery-powered to keep coming on at intervals. It was such a flashing
light in Cooper's Faith Seven spacecraft that caused concern during the latter part of his flight.
The cocktail party-dinnerdance was held at the Cape Colony Inn.”
There are a lot of astronauts seated at the table in the foreground, including, from left to right,
Tom Stafford, Jim McDivitt, Ed White, John Glenn, Gus Grissom, Wally Schirra, Neil Armstrong,
Alan Shepard and Elliott See. Thanks for the assist Pete Chitko!

The following, in collectSPACE, is a good read about Cape Canaveral-area hotels,
motels of the 60s, including a listing of then hotels and what they are now!

The July 3, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 1.

“TAKING SHAPE in the middle of the Banana River is this bridge-to-be, a 90-foot, double-leaf
bascule, which will span the river's access channel on the NASA Causeway. This three-mile,
two-lane causeway segment will join a four-lane causeway between MILA and the mainland
over the Indian River. The MILA-Cape causeway will connect with U.S. Highway 1 south of
Indian River City at Addison Point.”

From The July 11, 1963, Spaceport News
On the first page, "$23.5 Million VAB Pact Goes To U.S. Steel”. Part of the article reads
“A contract for more than $23 million — the largest single pact ever awarded for NASA
work in the Cape area —has gone to United States Steel Corp. to provide structural
steel for the Vertical Assembly Building in MILA… …The work will take about 16
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months. Some 50,000 tons of steel and 25,000 tons of concrete will go into the
construction of the 524 - foot - high VAB…”
On pages 4 and 5, “FAMOUS ARTISTS SKETCH MA-9 AS PART OF NASA CO-OP
PROGRAM”. In part, the article reads “Some 60 sketches made during Astronaut
Gordon Cooper's MA-9 mission have been completed for NASA under its Artists'
Cooperation Program. The working sketches—pen and ink, charcoal, and wash
drawings — were made by seven nationally known artists at Cape Canaveral, and one
in the prime Pacific recovery area…
…The paintings and sketches will become Government property and will be exhibited
on tour nationally before being placed for indefinite display in Federal buildings and
museums….”.
Several of the sketches are below.

“Transfer Van at Hangar S by Robert T. McCall”

“Pre-dawn Darkness at Pad 14 by John W.McCoy II”

“Cooper by Robert T. McCall

“Cooper by Robert Shore”
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On page 6.

” RISING ON MERRITT ISLAND like a giant, three-tiered cake, is Launch Complex 39's
Pad A. Size of the massive dirt columns is even more accentuated by the minisculelooking vehicles.”

From The July 18, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 3, “CAPE VETERAN RECALLS FIRST LAUNCH”. A portion of the article,
which is a good one, reads “EDITOR'S NOTE: Next week marks the 13th anniversary of
Cape Canaveral's emergence as the free world's chief missile test facility and
spaceport. At 9:28 a.m. on Monday, July 24, 1950, a Bumper (V-2) booster with an
Army Wac Corporal second stage was launched near the Cape's easternmost tip, and
traveled 200 miles over the Atlantic. Few of Canaveral's thousands of workers today
were on the job then to eyewitness this bit of space history. One who was, Cape Fire
Chief Norris C. Gray of Pan American, recalls that memorable day in the following
account of the first launch and the conditions surrounding it…
…The launch pad itself was in a clearing just a little north of the lighthouse. The gantry
was just some painters' pipe scaffolding put together around the missile. It was pretty
rickety… …The blockhouse was an old tar paper shack surrounded by sand bags.
Wires leading from the blockhouse to the pad were in an open wooden trough. Water for
fire protection was pumped in from a nearby pond…
…Because the fire department crews had to stay near the missile 24 hours a day we
slept on the pad itself. I didn't get home for two weeks. Food was sent up daily from
Patrick and we bathed in a nearby pond. We shaved about every third day. There were
a million mosquitoes at the Cape then and they pestered us day and night. They were
so thick, when I sprayed repellant on my arms, they would get matted in the hair and my
arm would look black. We had to sleep under nets… …There weren't any gates or
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security police then, and soldiers from the Third Infantry Division served as guards
around the pad area.
On the day of the first launch, all the Cape residents were evacuated to safety. That is,
all except one. There was an old lady who lived about a half mile south of the missile
site, and she refused to budge. When anyone approached her house, she aimed a
double barreled shotgun at them and they scrambled for cover. For some reason
though, she would talk to me, and I finally convinced her to leave. She told me she
didn't even know how to load that shotgun…”

“Chief Gray”

From The July 25, 1963, Spaceport News
The lead article is, “Dr. Mueller To Direct Space Flight”. A portion of the article reads
“NASA has named Dr. George E. Mueller to head its Manned Space Flight Program. Dr.
Mueller, Vice President for Research and Development of Space Technology
Laboratories, was appointed to the new position of Deputy Associate Administrator for
Manned Space Flight.
He will have responsibility for NASA's Office of Manned Space Flight and NASA's field
centers directly concerned with manned space flight, Marshall Space Flight Center at
Huntsville, Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, and Launch Operations Center at
Cape Canaveral…”.

“Dr. Mueller”
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On page 2, “SEVERAL OFFICES COMPLETE BIG MOVE TO APOLLO BUILDING”. In
part, the article states “The big move to the Apollo Office Building, 333 North Atlantic
Avenue, Cocoa Beach, has been completed. Financial Management, Procurement and
Contracts, Legal, Industrial Relations, Security, Community Development and
Personnel are now all under one roof…”

“JOHN PANIZZA loads Mary Colman, (center) and Libba Johnson of the Financial Management
Office's Budget Branch, with books during their recent move to the Apollo Building in Cocoa
Beach.”

Since the Space Center proper was under construction, personnel worked off-site, if you
may, including at the Apollo Building. Another “in the day” photo of the Apollo Building
is directly below.
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A more current photo of 333 North Atlantic Avenue, Cocoa Beach, is directly below, and
which is now the “333 By The Sea Condos”.

On page 6, “Sandy Seawall East Of 34 To Give Added Protection”. A part of the article
reads “A mile-long, 25-foot-high sea wall of sand is rising on the Cape oceanfront
between Launch Complexes 19 and 34. The wall, and a deep ditch just west of it, are
being developed to help combat erosion and alleviate drainage in the 34 area. Surly,
wind-whipped seas pounded the beach last winter during several storms, and flooded
the low terrain between the beach and 34, causing drainage problems… … A
spokesman for Pan Am, the range contractor putting up the wall… … said as much as
100 feet of beach front have been lost during severe storms. The frontage east of 34
facing the northeast has been particularly vulnerable to storms from that direction.

Of note, KSC shoreline restoration is currently underway in the vicinity of LC39A and B.
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On page 7, there is this photo.

“A LARGE CROWD gathered on Merritt Island last week to witness dedication ceremonies at
the new Corps of Engineers Building, just south of the Barge Canal. The handsome, two-story
building houses all Canaveral District Corps members.”

The above building, located at 2575 Heidi Lane, is now the County Service Complex,
Merritt Island and a comparable current photo of the same building, from Google Maps,
is below. The US Army Corps of Engineers was heavily involved with the design and
construction of Kennedy Space Center. See the following US Army Corps of
Engineering site for more information and history.
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From the August 1, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 3 there is this photo.

“A NEW ARTIST'S CONCEPT of NASA's Merritt Island Launch Area, by Don Mackey, gives a
good perspective of the industrial area, left foreground, in relation to the Vertical Assembly
Building, arrow, and Launch Complex 39's three pads, top arrows. At lower right is the
hypergolic test area.”

The three arrows at the top designate what would have been LC39 pads A, B and C,
although only A and B pads were built. There were actually five pads initially planned.
From Wikipedia, “…Three were scheduled for construction (A, B, and C, to the
southeast), and two (D and E, west and north) would have been built at a later date…
…The Crawlerway was built with the additional pads in mind. This is the reason the
Crawlerway turns as it heads to Pad B; continuing straight from that turn would have led
to the additional pads…” The following satellite view, from Google maps, with LC39A in
the upper right, highlights the turn mentioned above, in red. Pipelines, beside the
crawlerway, go underground before the turn, then back above ground, after the turn.
The Apollo Mobile Service Structure parksite, still called that, is highlighted in green.
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From page 7.

“AN AERIAL VIEW of the new Central Laboratory and Office Building at the Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville, is shown here. The structure, costing about $4 1/2 million, is now
being occupied by some 1,200 Marshall Center employees.”
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A more recent view, from Google, shows the same building, in the middle right. I believe this is
Building 4200, now MSFC HQ.

From The August 22, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 1, “WORK ON 52-STORY VAB BEGINS”. Part of the article reads “The
world's largest building is emerging today from the swamplands of the Merritt Island
Launch Area—where American astronauts will embark for the moon by 1970. Called the
Vertical Assembly Building (VAB), the structure, when completed in 1965, will enclose
128 million cubic feet of space—more than half again as much as the Pentagon…
… Some 50,000 tons of steel for the VAB are being provided by United States Steel
Corp. under a $23.5 million… … Contracts for the VAB are being administered by the
Corps of Engineers, acting as agent for NASA's Launch Operations Center… …The
entire VAB—both low and high bay areas—will be air-conditioned. The air conditioning
system will be so large that it could adequately control the temperature in the Empire
State Building…”.
Of note from the above, “…the entire VAB… …will be air-conditioned…” was not
implemented. Office areas and a few other areas were and are air conditioned, but not
the entire low and high bay areas. The following rendition is included with the article;
note the sporty high bay framing, which became a little plainer, at actual installation.
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“THIS WILL BE the scene on Merritt Island in a few years when Saturn V s are launched from
the Vertical Assembly Building. Pile driving work on the VAB has already begun. Art is by Don
Mackey.”

From The August 29, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 6, “BREVARD NAMES-COLORFUL, HISTORIC”. A small portion of the article
reads “…Herewith are thumbnail backgrounds on Brevard County names, as excerpted
from Allen Morris' Florida Handbook. Cape Canaveral. Canaveral is the Spanish word
meaning "plantation of cane." The Spaniards named the cape Canaveral because the
Indians were growing cane there. The name appears on the earliest maps of Florida…
…Eau Gallie. Authorities are agreed that the "Eau" is French for water, but they differ
as to the "Gallie." Some say it is French for bitter; others that it is an Indian word for
rocky. The town was established soon after the Civil War by William H. Gleason…
… Merritt Island. This was once called Stony Point, but in documents as early as 1808
it is referred to as Merritt's Island, or Marratt's Island… …The name may have come
from a Captain Pedro Marratt, who was a surveyor for the Spanish government in East
Florida. But there was also a Mr. Merritt who had planted crops there before 1823…
…Satellite Beach. Derived its name from the nearby missile-space activity at Cape
Canaveral…”.
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From The September 5, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 3, “LITTLE JOE FIRED IN SPACECRAFT TEST “. In part, the article reads
“NASA launched its Little Joe II vehicle at the White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico,
last week in the first of a test series in the development of Project Apollo spacecraft.
The solid fueled booster was built to test the structural design and escape system of the
Apollo command module under maximum aerodynamic conditions…”.

“POSITIONED 85 degrees from horizontal, NASA's Little Joe II ^ launch vehicle awaits final
seconds of countdown last week at the White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. Its payload —
a dummy Apollo command module.”

From The September 19, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 1; “CANAVERAL CAUSEWAY TO OPEN IN TWO WEEKS”. Part of the article
reads “The long and anxiously awaited opening of the Cape Canaveral Causeway is
expected within two weeks. State Road Department officials have set October 1 as the
target date for allowing traffic on the 13.5-mile, $4 million, toll causeway…
…The two-lane causeway will be officially dedicated October 10th, when Governor
Farris Bryant and many other dignitaries will be in the area for ribbon-cutting
ceremonies. Toll officials estimate 4,000 vehicles a day will use the causeway, which
runs west from Port CanaveraI's "Horseshoe Curve" across the Banana River, Merritt
Island, and the Indian River, then crosses U. S. 1 and merges with highway 520 west of
Cocoa…”.
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“CAPE CANAVERAL Causeway cloverleaf at U.S. 1 intersection shows how north and south
bound traffic will feed into main flow. The Causeway is expected to open next month.”

From The September 26, 1963, Spaceport News
The headline is “NASA TO OBSERVE FIFTH ANNIVERSARY”. Parts of the article
reads “The National Aeronautics and Space Administration was very much in business
on the day it was born — Oct. 1, 1958 — and has been very much in business ever
since. Although nowhere near fully grown when it first emerged on the national scene
five years ago next Tuesday, it had five space probe projects and three satellite
programs started by the Army and Air Force, Navy, and all of what had been the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, including four major research
laboratories.
In 1960, at Huntsville, Ala., NASA acquired personnel from the Army Ballistics Missile
Agency, including Dr. Wernher von Braun. Within 24 hours of its formal establishment,
NASA had a staff of 8,400 people from the old NACA and Navy's Vanguard program. It
was the nucleus provided by NACA from which the NASA of today has grown…
…Now, as NASA approaches its Fifth Anniversary, it has 30,000 on its payroll. At its
birth, NASA had four major research centers. It now has ten… …The National Space
Act establishing the agency required that NASA "... provide for research into problems
of flight within and outside the Earth's atmosphere, and for other purposes...".
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“THE FLYING Pregnant Guppy split in half at Canaveral's skid strip Saturday to deliver its
cargo, the S-IV second stage for SA-5.”

These photos are on page 5.

“NASA GROWTH is illustrated by these two buildings. In 1958 (left) NASA Headquarters was
housed at 1520 H St., the Dolly Madison House. In 1963 (right) the new headquarters offices.
Federal Office Building No. 6 at 400 Maryland Ave., SW, Washington, D. C.”
The current NASA Headquarters is at 300 E St SW. A current photo from Wikipedia is below.
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From The October 3, 1963, Spaceport News
This photo is on page 4.

“…sharp aerial photo showing stage of construction on MSC's Operations and Checkout
Building at the Merritt Island Launch Area...”. You can just make out the bridge over the
Banana River between KSC and CCAFS, under construction at the top middle.

From The October 24, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 3, “NASA's 'Flying Bathtub' Tested At Edwards AFB”. In part, the article reads
“Flight testing of a wingless vehicle, referred to as a lifting body is underway at NASA's
Flight Research Center at Edwards, Calif… …The vehicle being tested is a lightweight
research article, however, its configuration is representative of a class of reentry vehicle
that has been under development in NASA research centers over a period of about six
years…
… These vehicles, which have application to space ferry missions, are capable of
maneuvering flight and of horizontal landing at a predetermined location on land…
…After completion of wind tunnel tests of the flight vehicle this spring at the Ames
Research Center, flight testing began with a series of ground runs. Later these ground
tows developed sufficient speed to enable the vehicle to fly off the ground and attain
heights up to 20 feet. This was followed by airborne tows behind an aircraft with release
at altitude, and a glide flight back to landing on the dry lake bed.”
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“NASA's M-2 "Flying Bathtub"
Looks like a tow line is attached in the above photo, at the nose gear.

From The November 7, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 7, there is this photo.

“HERE THEY ARE — the 14 newly appointed astronauts. Standing left to right are: Michael
Collins, R. Walter Cunningham, Donn F. Eisele, Theodore C. Freeman, Richard F. Gordon, Jr.,
Russell L. Schweickart, David R. Scott and Clifton C. Williams, Jr. (the only bachelor among the
30 astronauts). Seated left to right are: Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr., William A. Anders, Charles A.
Bassett II, Alan L. Bean, Eugene A. Cernan and Roger B. Chaffee.”
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From The November 21, 1963, Spaceport News
The headline is “PRESIDENT IMPRESSED WITH SPACEPORT”. Part of the article
reads “President John F. Kennedy left Cape Canaveral obviously impressed following
his swift-paced, two hour and 20 minute spaceport visit Saturday… …He was briefed on
Gemini operations in front of 37's blockhouse by George M. Low, Deputy Associate
Administrator for Manned Space Flight, and astronauts Gus Grissom and Gordon
Cooper…
…Marshall Space Flight Center Director Dr. Wernher von Braun briefed the President
on the Saturn program… …Kennedy then boarded a Marine helicopter with Dr. Debus
for an inspection of the Merritt Island Launch Area. "He was very much impressed with
what he saw," Dr. Debus said, "and he asked many technical questions." Following the
overfly, the President boarded the U.S. Observation Island off the Canaveral coastline
to view a successful Polaris launching from the nuclear submarine Andrew Jackson…
…It was the President's third visit to Canaveral within the past 21 months. He was here
in February and September of 1962….”.
President Kennedy was assassinated on November 22, 1963.

“PRESIDENT KENNEDY was greeted on his third visit to Canaveral by Major General L. I.
Davis, Commander of the Air Force Missile Test Center, and LOC Director, Dr. Kurt H. Debus,
right.”

On page 6, “CAPESIDE INQUIRER QUERIES EMPLOYEES ON 'BEST ADVICE'”. In part, the
article reads “…"What is the best piece of advice you've ever received?...”. A couple of
responses, among several, follow.
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“Julie Stevens, Material Support: "Put as much into life as you expect, or want, to get out of it. I
have tried to live up to this."

“Tommy Marsh, Vehicle Mechanical Propulsion: "My dad told me to get a college education in
order to make the world my oyster. I'm glad I took his advice."

From The November 27, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 2.
“TO PURSUE HIS VISION
All of us in NASA are shocked and deeply grieved at the untimely death of President
Kennedy. No great nation in history, faced with a time of turmoil and change, ever had a
leader more capable of seeing through to the opportunities which lay ahead. We will
sorrow with his family and continue to pursue his vision.”
James E. Webb
NASA Administrator
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From The December 5, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 1, “CANAVERAL'S NAME CHANGED TO KENNEDY”. Part of the article
reads “Cape Canaveral is now Cape Kennedy… …President Johnson announced it in
his Thanksgiving address. "To honor his memory," he said, "and the future of the works
he started, I have today determined that station No. 1 of the Atlantic Missile Range and
the NASA Launch Operations Center shall hereafter be known as the John F. Kennedy
Space Center.
"I have also acted, with the understanding and support of my friend, the governor of
Florida, Farris Bryant, to change the name of Cape Canaveral. It shall be known
hereafter as Cape Kennedy."…”.

“ONE DAY after President Johnson's edict to change the name of Cape Canaveral to Cape
Kennedy, Pan Am sign painter Bernie Roberts had made the switch at the Cape's south gate.”

From The December 12, 1963, Spaceport News
On page 3, “First MILA Building To Open Tomorrow”. Part of the article reads “The first
of more than 40 buildings in the industrial complex of the Merritt Island Launch Area will
officially open for business tomorrow when the Canaveral District of the Army Corps of
Engineers dedicates its new $200,000 field office. The one-story, concrete block
building will be the home of the Canaveral District's Resident Office. It is the first
building to be occupied in the MILA industrial area…”
A photo of the building, from the December 19, 1963, issue of the Spaceport News, is
on the following page.
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“OFFICIALLY OPENED at ceremonies Friday was this new resident office of the Canaveral
District of the Corps of Engineers. The $200,000 building is the first of more than 40 structures
to be completed in the industrial complex of the Merritt Island Launch Area.”
A more recent photo of the building is below, now known as the Electromagnetic Lab, Building
M6-0336. The Electromagnetic Lab is the first building on the right, heading east on NASA
Causeway, after crossing SR3.

Or from a slightly dated Mapquest satellite view below. The Electromagnetic Lab is circled in
red and the old KSC HQ building is circled in green.
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